The optimum design of rotating laminated blade subject to dynamic behavior constraint is investigated. The dynamic behavior constraints consist of restrictions on multiple natural frequencies as well as on maximum dynamic deflections of rotating laminated blade. The harmonic excitations are considered to simulate the aerodynamic forces acting on the blade. The optimization techniques of optimality criterion method and modified method of feasible directions have been successfully developed and applied to minimize the weight of rotating laminated blade. The effect of setting angles and rotating speed on the system dynamic behaviors as well as on the optimum design are also studied. The dynamic analysis shows that most of the bending modes can be significantly affected by rotating speed, setting angle, and the radius of disc. The results also indicate that the optimum weight will decrease with the increase of rotating speed for the multiple frequency constraints. The similar phenomena is also obtained for the dynamic response constraints. Moreover, the optimum weight of the dynamic response constraints case is higher than that of multiple frequency constraints case. This study presents that the weight of rotating laminated blade can be greatly reduced at optimum stage.
ABSTRACT
The optimum design of rotating laminated blade subject to dynamic behavior constraint is investigated. The dynamic behavior constraints consist of restrictions on multiple natural frequencies as well as on maximum dynamic deflections of rotating laminated blade. The harmonic excitations are considered to simulate the aerodynamic forces acting on the blade. The optimization techniques of optimality criterion method and modified method of feasible directions have been successfully developed and applied to minimize the weight of rotating laminated blade. The effect of setting angles and rotating speed on the system dynamic behaviors as well as on the optimum design are also studied. The dynamic analysis shows that most of the bending modes can be significantly affected by rotating speed, setting angle, and the radius of disc. The results also indicate that the optimum weight will decrease with the increase of rotating speed for the multiple frequency constraints. The similar phenomena is also obtained for the dynamic response constraints. Moreover, the optimum weight of the dynamic response constraints case is higher than that of multiple frequency constraints case. This study presents that the weight of rotating laminated blade can be greatly reduced at optimum stage.
NOMENCLATURE
A;
: area of the i-th layer 
INTRODUCTION
The dynamic behavior of rotating blade is of particularly important in modern high speed engine design. The dynamic analysis of blade have been investigated by many researchers. The blade can be modelled as cantilever beams, plates, or shells. The beam model is the simplest one which is usually used for simulating the blade with high aspect ratio. Carnegie (1959) first considered the natural frequencies of a rotating blade based on the beam model and provided a theoretical expression of potential energy and applied Rayleigh's method to investigate the natural frequencies. Many authors [ Putter and Monor, 1978; Kaza and Kielb, 1984; Ansari, 1986 ] have studied the natural frequencies of tapered blade, the effect of warping and pretwist angle on torsional vibration, and the vibrations with the effect of shear deformation, rotatory inertia and Coriolis effects.
For a blade with low aspect ratio, the beam model is not accurate enough. Then the shell model or plate model may be used. Rawtani and Dokainish (1971) determined the influence of rotation on plane plates by using finite element method. Petricone and Sisto (1971) used Rayleigh-Ritz method based on thin shell theory to calculate the influence of pretwist and skew angle of nonrotating blades. Henry and Lalanne (1974) determined the modes and frequencies by using plane triangular elements. Sreenivasamurthy and Ramamurti (1981) considered the Coriolis effect by using triangular shell elements. It was found that the Coriolis effect would increase with the increase of rotating speed and it would decrease the bending and the first torsional natural frequency. Assuming the displacement functions to be algebraic polynomials, some studies have been done by Leissa et al. (1982 Leissa et al. ( , 1985 . They have analyzed the effect of setting angles, variable thickness, and curvature by using Ritz method in conjunction with shallow shell theory.
The works stated above focused on the isotropic materials. Crawley ( 1979) determined the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a number of Graphite/Epoxy and Graphite/EpoxyAluminum stationary plates and shells by using quadrilateral finite elements and experimental method. Crawley and Dugundji (1980) used partial Ritz method to determine the nondimensional natural frequencies of stationary composite laminated plates. Wang et al. (1987) studied the vibration of symmetrically stacked rotating composite laminated plates. They chose complete sets of orthogonal polynomials in conjunction with Galerkin method.
The optimum weight design of rotating blade with satisfaction of the constraints on structural frequencies and dynamic deflections as well as the constraints on the design variables has been a very interesting topic in the field of turbomachinery blade design. The optimization techniques employed in this study are the optimality criteria method ( OCM ), and the method of modified feasible directions. The method of feasible directions (MFD) is studied by Zoutendijk (1960) . Then Vanderplaats (1984) have described the modified method of feasible directions (MMFD) which combines the best features of MFD and the generalized reduced gradient method [ Gabriele and Ragsdell, 1977 ] .
For the optimality criteria method (OCM), Dobbs and Nelson (1976) developed a redesign formula based on Kuhn-Tucker condition. Kiusalaas and Shaw (1978) improved the numerical technique to multiple frequency constraints case. The optimum structural design with dynamic behaviors constraints have been studied by many authors [ Sadek, 1989; Lin and Yu, 1991; Shiau and Chang, 1991 ] .
In this study, the OCM is applied for solving the optimum design of rotating laminated blade with multiple frequencies and/or dynamic deflection constraints. Furthermore, the MFD and MMFD are employed for the comparison of optimum results.
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Consider a composite laminated blade rotating with a constant angular velocity Q about a fixed axis. The blade is fixed with setting angle on the rotating disc of radius R, as shown in Fig. 1 . Some basic assumptions are made as follows:
(1) Mindlin plate theory is applied.
(2) The blade is fixed on the rotating disc, and the disc is assumed to be rigid and rotating with a constant speed. (3) The composite laminate is symmetric stacking with no delamination and sliding between layers. (4) Neglect the damping and Coriolis effect. The pretwist, tappered effects are not taken into account. (5) The external forces are assumed to be periodic and are functions of time only. The isoparametric plate element with eight nodal points of finite element method [Zienkiewicz, 1977; Bathe, 1982; Rao, 1985] is employed to approximate the system. The coordinate at each point of the element can be expressed as
where xi, yi, zi denote the ith nodal coordinate, and 01, 02, ..., 08 denote shape functions. Rewriting these expressions into matrix form, one get
{}=[N1 ]{}
where {x} = {x,y,z} T and {x n } = {x1 i y1,z1 i •• •,x8,y5,z8} The displacement field (u, v, w) of the element can be expressed in terms of nodal displacements (ui, vi, wi) and rota-
Rewrite these expressions into matrix form, we get:
where {q} is the nodal displacement vector in local coordinate where the matrix system. Substituting equation (1) The total potential energy U is defined as the summation of strain energy due to plate bending (Ub) and that due to in-plane initial force (Uy ) [Timoshenko, 1959; Jones 1975] and they are of the following form:
U=U6+Up (2)
If the external forces are assumed to be periodic and uniformly distributed on the surface of the blade. They can be expressed as:
n=1 P3 where Nf denotes the number of frequencies of the excitation force. Similarly, one can find the equivalent nodal force: 
v dt (OP) + S x OP (4)
where S2 = {11 1 i f12 , c13 }T. The system kinetic energy of rotating blade T can be expressed as
With knowing the system potential energy, kinetic energy, and the excitations, one can obtain the equations of motion of element by using Lagrangian approach as follows :
where where w^, Qzk , Q,,, and wj, IQ z I,,, IQ r I" are the specified and calculated natural frequency, components of dynamic response amplitude in z-and y-direction respectively. The side constraints is given as if < t i < i. The Lagrangian functional is defined as:
where {b} denotes the displacement vector including total degrees of freedom of the system.
Natural Frequency
Assume the solution to be of the form:
where w is the natural frequency and {C} is the corresponding response amplitude. Substituting equation (13) into the homogeneous part of equation (12), one can obtain
Solving the eigenvalue problem, the natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes can be obtained.
The corresponding Kuhn-Tucker conditions which are the necessary conditions for minimizing F(t) [ Dobbs and Nelson, 1976 ] are:
=0 if t(<ti<t;; >O if t; = t;; (20) <0 ift ; =t;.
Steady State Response
The steady state response due to external periodic forces with frequency St y " is assumed to be of the form :
Substituting equation (15) into equation (12), it yields and
Solving the above equation, one can obtain the dynamic response due to excitation with frequency St p ". If the excitation is of multiple frequencies, the total dynamic response can be obtained by superimposing all the response due to forces with different frequencies, i.e.
{} _ E{Q}
Two optimization techniques are employed to study the optimum design of rotating laminated blade. One is the optimality criteria method, the other is the modified method of feasible directions of the mathematical programming method.
Optimality Criteria Method
The optimum design problem of present study can be stated as
9k(t) = IQ: where a is called the relaxation factor that determines the magnitude of the redesign vector, 0 < a < 1 . The optimum value of a is case dependent. The recursive design formula is based on equation (22) and is given by
where t is the new design variable. Equation (23) simply implies that f; is equal to one, when the optimum design is reached. Note that the speed of convergence depends not only on the initial design variables but also on relaxation factor a.
i) Calculation of Lagrange Multipliers
In order to process the redesign, the Lagrange multipliers 3y, .k, a" must be calculated first. It is assumed that the change of the natural frequency can be approximated by the linear approximation as
If the Lagrange multipliers are positive, the constraints gj(t), j = 1, J must be zero. Replacing w' j1 by w^1 , and substituting equations (22) and (23) 
The active design variables are those in the range of their lower (25) and upper bound. The passive design variables are governed by their side constraints, i.e. t; = t( or t; = t°. Solving the equations (25), (28), and (29) simultaneously, the Lagrange multipliers will be obtained.
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Similarly, the change of dynamic response can be assumed as
at ;
i=1 By substituting equations (22) and (23) into equations (26) and (27), it yields
ii) Sensitivity Analysis
Multiplying both side of equation (14) by {C}T and then taking partial derivatives with respect to the design variables, one obtain:
Taking partial derivatives of equation (16) Equations (30) and (31) express the sensitivities of system frequencies and dynamic response with respect to design variable, respectively.
Modified Method of Feasible Directions
The technique of Modified Method of Feasible Directions [ Vanderplaats, 1984 ] which combines the best features of the method of feasible directions [ Zoutendijk, 1960 ] and the generalized reduced gradient method [ Gabriele and Ragsdell, 1977 ] is employed. It includes two procedures: (1) to determine the searching direction and (2) to decide the searching step size. The results indicate that the increase of rotating speed and/or disk radius will increase the system natural frequencies. The effect is more significant for the lower frequencies. Furthermore, the effect of the setting angle on the natural frequencies is increased as the rotational speed is increased. However, the effect is not significant for higher modes. In addition, the nondimensional natural frequencies will decrease as the setting angle is increased.
Optimum Results
The primary purpose of this study is to minimize the weight of rotating laminated blade subject to multiple frequency constraints and/or dynamic behavior constraints. The design variables are the thicknesses of each layer. The material properties are listed in Appendix B. Two examples are used to demonstrate the preformance of present optimization procedures.
Examplel:
The The dynamic analysis in the optimization process is performed by using finite element method (FEM) with four elements. Eight design variables (ply thicknesses) are considered in this problem. Four of them are associated with the four layers of elements 1 and 2 and are expressed as t 1 , t2, t 3 and t4 . The others are associated with elements 3 and 4 and are expressed as t5i t6 , t7 and ts. The schematic plot of these elements of the blade is shown in Fig. 2 .
The optimum weight results by using MFD, MMFD, and OCM are shown in Table 4 for the multiple frequency and side constraints. The constraints on the natural frequencies are chosen such that the fundamental natural frequency is higher than 1.5 Q P , and the second natural frequency is approximately higher than 1.25 Sly ,. The design history for various algorithms with multiple frequency constraints is shown in Fig. 9 . For the dynamic response constraint case, the design history is shown in Table 5 and Fig. 10 . For the constraints on both multiple frequency and dynamic response, the design history is shown in Table 6 and Fig. 11 . The choice of the relaxation factor (a) for OCM will influence the convergent speed. It is recommended to carefully chose a. A more efficient scheme, which has been incorporated in the computer program suggested by Sadek (1989) , is to initially select a smaller a and check the results after each cycle. From Tables 4 one can find that the optimum weight for the multiple frequency constraint case is much smaller than that of dynamic response constraint case. This is because, for the mutiple frequency constraint case, it allows more dynamic response. The optimum design weights are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 10 for the dynamic response constraints as well as in Table 6 and Fig. 11 for both the multiple frequency and dynamic response constraints. The results are very close since the optimum design weight is dominated by the dynamic response constraint.
Example2 :
The blade considered in this example is the same as the previous example, but only four design varibles which describe the ply thickness of the four layers of blade are used for all the four elements. The results of optimum design weight under the influence of rotating speed (S2) and setting angle (cp) are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for the mutiple frequency constraints and the dynamic response constraints respectively. One can find that the optimum weight decrease with the increase of rotating speed. Moreover, the increase of setting angle will increase the optimum weight. It can also be found that the optimum design weight is higher than those obtained in Example 1 since only four design variables are considered. In addition, the optimum design weight of multiple frequency constraints is much smaller than that of dynamic response constraints. The optimum weight obtained with the consideration of both multiple frequency and dynamic response constraints is close to that of dynamic response constraints only. The reason for these phenomenon is the same as that discussed in Example 1.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the isoparametric elements are employed to model the rotating laminated blade. The natural frequencies and dynamic response of the system are investigated. Three optimization algorithms are applied to study the minimum weight design with constraints on system dynamic behaviors. The conclusions can be summaried as follows :
1. For the dynamic behavior analysis, the results show that the natural frequencies will decrease with the increase of setting angle. Moreover, the increase of rotating speed and/or disk radius will increase the system natural frequencies. 2. The optimum design weight will decrease as the increase of rotating speed. However it will increase as the setting angle is increased. 3. The optimum design weights using OCM are well compared to those using MFD and MMFD. And the weight of rotating laminated blade can be greatly reduced when the optimum is reached. 4. The optimum weight with dynamic response constraints is higher than that with multiple frequency constraints. The optimum weight with both multiple frequency and dynamic response constraints are very close to those with dynamic response constraints only. This is because the design satisfies the dynamic response constraints will satisfy the multiple frequency constraints simultaneously. Moreover, the dynamic response constraints are found to be dominant for the weight optimization. The transformed reduced stiffness matrix is a 6 by 6 symmetric matrix, and is defined as:
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Qll Qss Fig. 1 The configuration of the rotating laminated blade fixed on the rotating disk with rotating speed fl. Iteration Number Fig. 11 Comparison of design history various algorithms, constraints: both the natural frequency and the dynamic response constraint. Rotating Speed 0 (RPM) Fig. 12 The optimum weight under the influence of rotating speed (S2) and setting angle (p), constraints natural frequency constraint. Rotating Speed 0 (RPM) Fig. 13 The optimum weight under the influence of rotating speed (S2) and setting angle (cp), constraints dynamic response constraint.
